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The absorption of outdoor activities and sports such as mountain biking and skiing has always been
a challenge, especially for lovers of amateur video. Contour HD camera is sturdy and lightweight,
perfect for recording these activities in harsh environments, especially the hands-free headset or
eyeglass-mounted applications.

House edge is able to capture video at 720p and 60 fps, or 1080p Full HD Helmkamera resolution at
30 frames per second. With its emphasis on the registration of outdoor sports, which is perfect for
capturing fast movements without visual artifacts from many other cameras are produced in such
conditions.

The purpose of 135 degree wide angle approaches the range of human vision, making it ideal for
shooting video in terms of first-person. It will also automatically adjusts to accommodate changes in
lighting conditions, without ever having to stop recording.

In addition, a GPS receiver to the contour kamera is a unique feature not often see the cameras in
its price range. It 'not only able to record the position, but the speed and altitude as well. In this way
you can see on the map, exactly where you were when you record a specific event, a feature that is
worthy of all outdoor enthusiasts, whether they are fans of mountain biking, skiing, canoeing, and
even hikers.

With a helmet or glasses-mounted camera, it can often be very difficult to ensure that the unit is set
at the correct angle before you start shooting. ContourHD camera allows a Bluetooth connection for
smart phones running Android or IOS. What the camera sees is displayed on the screen of the
smartphone, so the user can make adjustments before you start shooting.

Focus on outdoor activities, it is inevitable that eventually all of the camera is being dirty. GPS Video
Kamera outline is designed to withstand dirt, dust and mud and water. Its durable aluminum body
are opposed to all these, as well as to protect it if the camera is shaken, dropped or hit. After-market
case is also available that will keep the camera dry for sixty feet under water.

Out of the box, the device has an SD card, a battery and a USB cable. Also included are two
horses. One is designed for flat surfaces, while the other is a spectacle frame for recording the first-
person perspective of sports. Sport specific amount, as the handlebar mounts for firearms and the
stabilizer bar is also available to adapt the camera to your specific needs.

Whether you are mountain biking, canoeing, skiing or all of the above, if you want to record these
activities will contour plus HD camera recording accurately and hands free. To see and learn more
about this visit to the high definition camera navigation contour.
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GPS, contour plus, contour hd, a contour actionkamera, contour kamera, a GPS Video Kamera.
Enjoy a new lifestyefeeling.
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